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A REMARK ON THE STABILITY OF

YANG-MILLS CONNECTIONS

BY SHIGEO KAWAI

§ 1. Introduction.

The purpose of this paper is to prove a generalization of the following
theorem.

THEOREM (J. Simons). // n>4, every stable Yang-Mills connection on Sn is
flat.

If we take tangential components of restrictions of parallel vector fields on
Rn+1 to Sn, they are conformal vector fields on Sn. These vector fields are
used to construct an infinitesimal deformation for which the second variation is
negative. It is believed that the crucial property is the plentifullness of con-
formal vector fields on Sn. In fact, Parker [6] gave a unified treatment of
this theorem, the relating result for harmonic maps ([7]) and the result of
Lawson and Simons concerning currents in Sn ([3]) from the viewpoint of
conformal geometry.

We show in this paper that the role of conformal vector fields is not
essential. Our result is the following.

THEOREM. Let M be a compact n-dimensional submanif old of Rn+1. Suppose
that the principal curvatures λly •••, λn of M satisfy the inequalities

2δ/(n-2)<λJ^δ (7 = 1,2, - , n)

everywhere for some δ>0. Then any stable Yang-Mills connection on M is flat.

We also use the vector fields on M obtained by taking tangential component
of parallel vector fields on Rn+1. They are not necessarily conformal vector
fields on M.

It should be noted that a similar result for harmonic maps was proved by
Y. L. Pan and a generalization of the result of Lawson and Simons for stable
currents in Sn was obtained by Mori [4] and recently improved by Ohnita [5].
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§ 2. Preliminaries.

In this section, we prepare some lemmas which will be used in the later
section. Their proofs are straightforward and are omitted.

Let M be an n-dimensional submanifold of the Euclidean space Rn+1 which
is included in no proper affine subspace of Rn+1, and y be a unit normal vector
field on M. We consider on M a special space of vector fields

ci/={grad(/U) I f:Rn+1->R:linear}.

There is a natural isomorphism Rn+1->cp which associates to each V^Rn+1 the
vector field v given by

for

LEMMA 1. For every yGq; and every X^TM, we have

vxv=<y, vy AX

where A denote the second fundamental form in the direction of v.

L E M M A 2. Let (elf •••, en) be an orthonormal frame of TPM. Then denoting
by P* the adjoint of P, we have for every v^cv,

P*Pv=Σ, <v, Aeι>Aeί-<:V, v> Σ {VeiA){ex).

L E M M A 3. Let λίf •••, λn be eigenvalues of A at p^M, and (elt •••, en) be

an orthonormal frame of TPM which consists of eigenvectors for λly •••, λn.
Then we have

R(eJf

{λk(λ1+ - +λn)-λ2

k}ek

where R and Ric denote the curvature and the Ricci transformation of M respec-
tively.

Note that the isomorphism Rn+1-+c{; transfers an inner product to ̂ V which
is invariant under the natural action of O(n + 1). We shall consider the trace
of a certain quadratic form on q^.

§3. Proof of Theorem.

In this section we follow the notations of Bourguignon and Lawson [1].
Definitions and detailed proofs of formulae can be found in [1].

Let P be a principal G-bundle over a compact orientable manifold M where
G is a compact Lie group. We fix a G-vector bundle E—PxpR

N, associated to
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P by a faithful orthogonal representation p: G->O(N), and define the bundle of
Lie algebra QE by QE=VJxeMRom%(Ex, Ex). Let CE denote the space of con-
nections on E induced by connections on P. Then CE is an afflne space with
Ω\§E) as the vector group of transformations. In particular TF(CE)=Ω1($E) for

To each F^CE there is associated a curvature 2-form Rv in Ω\$E) given
by the formula

Rr(X, Y) = ίFX) Vγ-]-Vιx,YΊ

for tangent vectors X and F. We introduce an inner product on the bundle §E

as follows. Recall that we have QEd%oE, the bundle of skew-symmetric endo-
morphisms of E. Given two endomorphisms A and B of Ex, we define

<Λ JB>=(

The Yang-Mills functional ^M: cy->Λ is defined to be

Extremals of the Yang-Mills functional are called Yang-Mi I Is connections. A
Yang-Mills connection is called stable if second variations are non-negative for
all directions (In [1], they are called weakly stable.)

Let us denote by R the curvature of M.

PROPOSITION 1 ([1] (3.10) Theorem). For any φ in Ω2(QE), we have

where
ψ } X), φ{e3, F)]-[ i^(^ Y)9 φ(eJf

{φo(RicAl)}(X, Y)=φ{Ric(X),

and
{φ°R){X, Y)={l/2)Σφ{e3, R(X, Y)e3)

for X, Y^TpM with (elf •••, en) an orthonormal basis of TVM.

Let 7\ I ί I <ε, be a smooth family of connections on E and F—F° be a
Yang-Mills connection.

PROPOSITION 2 ([1] (6.8) Theorem). Let B^id/dtW^t^Q1^). Suppose
that δrβ=0. Then

where
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In the above proposition, £°Ric and ίhF{B) are defined as follows:

(B°Ric)(X)=B(R\c(X)),

βj, X), B(ej)-]

for X^TpMy where (elf •••, en) is an orthonormal frame of TPM.
For any z;eq7, let us define BGΩ\QE) by B=ivRr, i.e., B(X)=R?(v, X)

for X^TM. It is easily checked that elements of cv are of gradient type in
the sense of [1]. Hence by (7.3) Lemma in [1], B satisfies 3^5=0.

Choose an orthonormal frame (elf •••, en) of TPM, and let X^TPM. Then
we have from the formula (7.9) in [1],

(r*FB)(X)=(V*PRn(v, X)-2Σ(PejRFWejV, X)+R^FΨvy X).

Since AFRF=0 for Yang-Mills connection V ([1] ((2.23)), we have by Prop-
osition 1,

(F*PRr)(v, X)=-{Rro(RicΛl+2R)}(v, X)-mF(Rn(v, X)

v), X)-Rr(v, Ric(Z))-Σ RF(eJ9 R(v, X)eό)
3

e,, v), Rr{e,, * ) ] - [ * ' ( « „ X),
3

Hence we get

-Rr(v, Ric(β*))-Σ

, Ric(e*))

J

j i υ9 ek), R?{v, eh)>.
3 J J

We assume that the principal curvatures λ1} •••, Λn of M satisfy the inequal-
ities Yjδ^λj^δ everywhere for some d>0, 2/(n

PROPOSITION 3. Considering Q2(v)=\ (Sv{iυR
v), iυR

vy * 1 as a quadratic form
J M
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on cv, we have

Trace of Q^

Proof. Let eίf •••, en be orthonormal vectors in TPM which are eigenvectors
of A at f e M for eigenvalues λl9 •••, Λn respectively. We choose an ortho-
normal basis Vlf •••, F n + 1 of Rn+1 as follows:

VΊ=^i, — , Vn=en , F n + i = ^ ( ί )

where v is an unit normal vector field on M. Then the associated vector fields
vlf •••, vn+1 satisfy the equalities.

Hence the sum of integrands of ζ?20i), •••, ζ M ^ + i ) at /> is

Σ < -

, Ae^Ae,, ek), R^{eu ek)>

+ Σ ^ϊ<β(, e,>/?Γ(e , et),

= -ΣU.«1+ - +;»)-2if-2

Since we have for all k and / with kΦl,

-WiWi+ - i n )-2^-2^ J k }
and

Σ W(eι, ek)ψ * 1=2( H( Σ

the proposition is proved.

Now Theorem can be proved easily by Proposition 3.
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